Comments from Bob‟s peers…
Bob recently did a session entitled, “A quest for balance: content vs. delivery – A speaker‟s
recipe for success on the platform” for the Canadian Association of Professional Speakers,
Edmonton Chapter.
Here are a few of their comments following his 2 ½ hour session… and he is booked to do a
follow up session for January 2003
















Bob lives what he speaks! He is generous in sharing his ‘lived’ experience, as well as
sharing his resources and the resources of others. He models generosity.
Lenore Lemay, Diversity Works
Love your style and authenticity Bob. Look forward to getting to know you better.
Thanks. Nancy Kindler, Full Course
Enthusiastic, from the heart. Committed and dedicated to work.
Diane Pearce, The Coaching Connection
Bob is a dynamic, knowledgeable speaker who enjoys his topics and provides a number
of valuable insights. Catherine Armstrong
Would I tell others about Bob and his programs? Most definitely!
Linda Leonowich, L Group Networks
I would tell people that Bob would touch their heart and stir their mind.
Carolyn Reilly
Bob delivers a value packed program based on ‘what about you’ and not ‘what about
Bob.” Bob is a master of drawing the audience in as a full partner. Thanks Bob, I learn
from you whenever I see you! Jamie Hayward, Oxford Properties
Very committed to group and material. Drives home information so naturally that you
don’t realize you’ve been hooked! Terry Andriuk
Great presenter, very vivid presentation with strong linkage with audience! Enormous
amount of effort put into handbook – don’t feel I will appreciate just how much you’ve
given us until I read it. Martin Sindon, Coaching Works
Bob is a genuine, honest ‘human being.’ He relates very well to his audience. He seems
to be passionate about making a positive difference in the lives of others.
Dan Ohler, Thinking Outside the Barn
Speaks from his heart, uses humour and stories to bring the theory and concepts alive!
Linda Maul, Corporate Source – President-elect CAPS-Edmonton
Knowledgeable speaker with good message. Lorn Stanners, CMA
Easy going and fun, yet great delivery of knowledge. Alar Aksberg
Great speaker who speaks with conviction, sincerity and knowledge. Willard Robitaille
Hi Bob, Just wanted to tell you how meaningful your session and materials were to me. I
must say that it has helped me considerably in so many ways that have practical
application immediately. I'm so grateful to you for creating awareness and
understanding of how to improve myself as a professional speaker. Nancy Kindler, Full
Course (received 2 weeks after the program.)
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